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PRIVATE EVENTS
An architecturally breathtaking center of arts and culture in the heart of
historic Portsmouth, NH, this lovingly restored 1905 landmark is built to bring
people together … and set your private event apart.
Best known as a world-class jazz and blues club, Jimmy’s is also a one-of-a-kind
venue with seating for up to 300 to host important corporate functions, intimate
or large-scale social gatherings, private parties, weddings and memorable
celebrations.
FOOD & DRINK: Next-level culinary experiences are front and center at
Jimmy’s, where Executive Chef Nathan Varney cultivates personal connections
with the farmers and fishermen who supply the fresh local ingredients he uses
to create a unique southern-influenced, New Hampshire-inspired cuisine.
WIRED TO INSPIRE: Engineered with optimal acoustics, leading-edge
sound and lighting, Jimmy’s offers in-house theater/projector
capabilities plus a six-camera video system for livestreaming events
to other locations or recording key moments/entire functions
for future viewing.
The team at Jimmy’s has put heart and soul into creating
a spectacular event space where our high-touch
approach ensures that everything is tailored to
exceed your expectations.

Special Events Are Extra
Special at Jimmy’s
When you take a peek inside
Jimmy’s, it is easy to imagine a lavish
soiree. Or a memorable corporate
function, fundraiser or private party.
Or perhaps a bride and groom
exchanging their vows on the main
grand stage. An architecturally
breathtaking center of arts and
culture in the heart of historic
Portsmouth, New Hampshire,
Jimmy’s offers a one-of-a-kind
venue to host important corporate
functions, intimate or large-scale
social gatherings, private parties,
and memorable celebrations. Our
Event Specialists are passionate
about ensuring that guests “leave
having great memories.”
To start a conversation about
hosting your event here at Jimmy’s
Jazz and Blues Club, contact us at
events@jimmysoncongress.com.

